An important element of business marketing is the branding & image of your company. Whether you entertain clients or not, your office design should match your brand. Successful branding requires you to look & "feel" the brand.

Build your office interior today and see how much faster you can build an image for your company.

We're here... to help you create an office site. We enjoy referring our customers to further increase their value.
Interiorkantor.com is operated by Jeffrey Winmart Interior & Architecture.

The JWI&A contractor was founded in 1996 by Jeffrey Winmart with a simple premise, help someone to build their office site.

Today the company work with 8 staff & 15 craftsman. A specialist contractor in interior office refurbishment operating primarily in Jakarta area.

We have worked with businesses from banks, notaries, clinics, and others to help them with their office interior needs.
Benefits of working with our company include:

- Friendly service
- Fast reliable service
- Total job follow through
- Handle all aspects of quoting, ordering, delivery, technical data information.

What separates me from the competition:

- Low overhead
- Fast reliable service
- Same day quotes
- On-Site consultation services
- Evening appointments
- Onsite delivery options

Mission

Our mission is to help you build your corporate image with interior touch, all around service from start to finish, and a long lasting honest and loyal business relationship.
Mr. Kuntjoro - Operation Manager - "I have depended on JWI&A contractor for many years. I especially appreciate their sensitivity to our employees needs. JWI&A shares their ideas on making our cubicles more efficient and comfortable. By making ONE call to WI&A I know I am saving valuable time. I explain to them my end goal and they run with it and accomplish the task. Before I know it, it's done. I count on them for all our office furniture installation and moving needs. Their good pricing, friendly service, and skill keeps me calling them year after year."

PT. Granitoguna B Ceramics - [http://www.granitoguna.com]
Mr. Bambang Syukur - Finance Director - "I have worked with JWI&A contractor for many years. I count on them for large and small office moves and reconfigures, purchasing quality used furniture and even hanging pictures. They are always available for our last minute projects. I appreciate their sincere dedication to our company's needs."

Dana Pensiun Garuda Indonesia - [http://www.dpga-online.com]

---

Mr. Ravi - CEO - "I know I can count on JWI&A contractor to be available on a whim to assist with office reconfigurations and for assistance moving surplus equipment. The efficiency & reasonable costs keep our company coming back to them time and time again."

PT. Administrasi Medika - [http://www.admedika.co.id]
Our Services

Every office interior is unique. Its design has direct impact on individuals and the success of any business. This makes it so important to source the most compatible materials for function, use of space and appearance.

JWI&A contractor provide a complete range of office interior services, including:

Office Partitions

Partition systems tailored to your specification and requirements by WI&A contractor. From budget systems to prestigious systems, maximize your office space to create a modern business environment.

Ceilings

Extensive range of systems and design options for all applications: fire performance, acoustic performance and humidity performance tiles in many designs and textures.
Office furniture

Built to suit your specific requirements. Reception desks, display and storage units, work stations and counters. Turn your ideas into reality.

Wallcovering / Wallpaper

Durable vinyl wallcovering for all commercial situations. Enhance your working environment to reflect your company's image.

**Complete Package Works**

Office interior works as principal or sub-contractor. Our team will act on your company's behalf to organize and supervise the supply and installation of the following services:

- OFFICE PARTITIONS
- CEILINGS
- OFFICE FURNITURE
- STORAGE WALL
- WALLPAPER DECORATIONS
- CABLING: NETWORK COMPUTER, ELECTRICAL
- CARPETS / FLOOR COVERING
- BLINDS AND CURTAINS
- STAINLESS STEEL LETTER
- SOLAR FILM

Cut your budget, take advantage of our promotion

Applications

- OFFICE
- SHOWROOM
- SHOP
- HOSPITAL
- RESTAURANT
- HOTEL
- COUNTRY CLUB
- DENTAL CLINIC
- SCHOOL
- HOUSE
- ETC...
Portfolio

Interior kantor Beverly Tower Condominium
Interior kantor Hotel Cemara
Interior kantor Budiman Sejahtera Development
Interior kantor Gedung Multi Pacific
Interior kantor Imperial Country
Interior kantor Kepatihan Plaza
Interior kantor PT. Tatamulia Nusantara Indah

Interior kantor PT. Meditya Kreasi Utama
Interior kantor PT. Sumber Setya Abadi
Interior kantor PT. Asheco Teknik Indonesia

Interior kantor PT. Pudjiadi, Bandung
Interior kantor Jatinegara Plaza
Interior kantor IULA ASPAC
Interior kantor Sanyo Scamp

Interior kantor Gedung Prima Guna Persada
Interior kantor Golden Hotel
Interior kantor Cempaka Hotel

Interior kantor Kemayoran Condominium
Interior kantor Aminta Plaza

Interior kantor PT. Intra Adihistana
Interior kantor PT. Cipta Kreasi Prima
Interior kantor PT. Dirgamulia Yasa

Interior kantor PR. Handara Hadi Kreasi
Interior kantor PT. Levelindo
Interior kantor PT. Raka Utama

Interior kantor PT. Bumi Indah Gem
Interior kantor Perumahan Puri

Interior kantor Sunter Griya Sentosa blok O
Interior kantor Green Vila blok AP

Interior kantor Sunter Agung Selatan
Interior kantor Janur Elok Kelapa Gading
Interior kantor Perumahan Simprug

Interior kantor Atria Square
Interior kantor PT. Administrasi Medika

Interior kantor Granito Guna Ceramics
Interior kantor Dana Pensiun Garuda Indonesia

Interior kantor Asuransi Artha Graha

Interior kantor PT. Fresnel
Interior kantor PT Arthare Dana Mandiri
Free Interior Design Consultation and Cost Estimate

Dear Our Valued Customer,

As a prospective customer of our firm, we thought you might be interested in knowing that our interior firm offers you free interior design consultation and cost estimate along with the finest selection of:

- OFFICE PARTITIONS
- WALLPAPER DECORATIONS
- CEILINGS
- OFFICE FURNITURE
- CARPETS / FLOOR COVERING
- STORAGE WALL
- CABLING: NETWORK COMPUTER, ELECTRICAL
- BLINDS AND CURTAINS
- STAINLESS STEEL LETTER
- SOLAR FILM

Our experienced representative will be happy to meet with you either in your office to discuss your office interior needs.

In addition to the services we offer, we have a website Interiorkantor.com from which you can browse around our web site and hopefully it will help you with your office interior needs.

Please feel free to make an appointment @0851.0388.9537 with me at anytime.

Thank you for being a prospective customer of JWI&A contractor.
Free for Your Business

Be sure to get this free e-Book for your business.

What's your benefit?

- Good work & raising corporate image.
- Explode your business using the Internet technology.
- Attract new business leads, boost your company sales.
- Good your lucky then
- Get more money...

You can Build Relationships with Potential Customers, Enhance Your Professional Image, Increase Your Sales & Result with Your Own Website today, Build a Larger Organization.

You'll want to get this FREE e-book, "INTERNET MARKETING HANDBOOK" by starting to send me by email to jeff@interiorkantor.com with subject: “Free INTERNET MARKETING HANDBOOK".
Frequently Ask Question

This page contains answers to common questions handled by our support staff, along with some tips and tricks that we have found useful and presented here as questions.

What are your business hours?
Since our business is by appointment only, then our business hours are Monday through Saturday, 10:00am - 6:00pm. However, each client’s schedule and needs vary, therefore we also will be happy to schedule appointments with you at times that are a better schedule fit. We strive to offer schedule convenience and flexibility.

Is there a project size minimum to work with JWI&A?
No. JWI&A are interested in hearing from you no matter what the size of your space.

The space that I am moving into is already designed & built out. Can JWI&A just help me furnish and equip the space?
Yes. You could be moving into a commercial office space that works for you as-is. We can assist you with a furniture and equipment plan, finish selections & installation services.

How to order?
You must contact us first by phone, email or fill the form here to make appointment, discuss your office interior need, receive a bid then negotiating a final contract.

What is your pricing structure?
The costs of a project set at a fixed price. We do the work specified at a certain cost. Any changes which you decide to make would have to be negotiated with us separately.

How are payments made?
The Contract will have a payment schedule. The schedule lists the amount of payment due, and at what point during construction that they are due. At that point, the contractor is paid the amount due in the contract.
Do I receive any discounts?
Absolutely! This is one of the most popular (and most loved) benefits that working with a contractor yields. Oftentimes this discount will help offset the contractor fees which helps to make your project more affordable. JWI&A offers its clients promotion that are see here.

How quickly can JWI&A get my new office set up?
This usually depends on how quickly you can make decisions when presented with sound options and whether or not you have your project financing lined up.

What is a Contractor?
Whether you plan to build, remodel or add-on, your office improvement project then you require the services of a contractor.

What is an Interior Designer?
An Interior Designer is a professional with the expertise to create customized environments and atmosphere. Designers plan spaces and solve problems.

What is Feng Shui benefits?
Feng Shui can determine how to locate & maximize the energies that bring radiance into a building. These positive energies are instantly sensed & are conducive to activity & business. Energies supporting communication, study, good health & relaxation can also be enhanced. Feng Shui also establishes the location of harmful energies that create dullness & can lead to problems in business, relations, health & communication. With the help of Feng Shui such harmful areas can be avoided by relegating them to storage areas.

For More Questions or Information Please Contact us 0851-0388-9537